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Scene One 

ATMOS: EXT. A GARDEN. MORNING. 

Sounds of bird song. Stage-left, two neighbours in their 80s stand 

talking. One has a zimmer- frame and the other a walking-stick. 

MARGARET  Good morning Christine, lovely day for it? 

CHRISTINE  Good morning Margaret, isn’t it just. Thought I’d pop out 

and fill up the bird feeders. 

MARGARET  Aye it’s wonderful. I do so like to watch the starlings and 

sparrows at this time of year. They’ve returned in force I noticed. 

CHRISTINE  Yes, isn’t it superb. The only drawback I find is that there 

aren’t enough places to hang up all the feeders. 

MARGARET  I know, I’ve noticed that too. We could do with a bit more 

greenery. Landlords these days forget that some folks don’t want to be 

staring at weeds and gravel all day, no we don’t. 

CHRISTINE  Indeed, Margaret, indeed. 

Margaret stares towards centre stage. 

MARGARET  Looks like the new neighbour’s heading out. 

CHRISTINE  Oh aye, Margaret, seems like it. 

Margaret sniffs. 



MARGARET  Not much point in us calling over, ignores everyone that 

one does. Not a “how’s you” do to be had. That’s just bad manners, that 

is. 

CHRISTINE  Yes, bad manners, Margaret, bad manners. 

MARGARET  Nobody behaved quite like that in my day. We were civil. 

CHRISTINE  Yes civil, indeed we were. 

MARGARET  But, what are we to expect, I suppose. I mean, look at 

that! 

Margaret gestures off in the distance.  

Not even half past nine in the morning and they’re barely managing a 

straight line. Terrible. 

CHRISTINE  Terrible, terrible. 

MARGARET  Such a shame Betty didn’t get in number nineteen. The 

ground-floor would have been ideal for her arthritis and everything. 

CHRISTINE  Yes, such a shame. 

MARGARET  And then, she would’ve been handier for our Thursday 

Bridge evenings. 

CHRISTINE  So much handier, Margaret, so true. 

They sigh. 



MARGARET  I did speak to Nina at length on several occasions about 

number nineteen being right for Betty. Wasted breath it was. In fact, she 

got rather short with me. 

CHRISTINE  Short, aye Margaret? 

MARGARET  Yes, most definitely. There I was helpfully pointing out how 

that flat’s perfect for  Betty, and Nina kept repeating that she was ‘not 

involved with the letting decisions’. 

CHRISTINE  She isn’t Margaret? 

MARGARET  No, apparently not. Nina quite curtly, I thought, informed 

me that her role is to ‘oversee the development and make sure that 

nobody has any problems’. 

CHRISTINE  Ah, yes. 

MARGARET  I was not deterred though, takes more than that to put me 

off the scent. 

CHRISTINE  Yes Margaret, certainly does. 

MARGARET  So, I cornered her one day and got the truth out. They 

were obliged to give that flat to the homeless. Not that I have a problem 

with this, of course! 

CHRISTINE  Oh, of course not, Margaret! 



MARGARET  I’ll have you know that every Christmas I donate to St. 

Martin-in-the-Fields. 

CHRISTINE  That you do. 

MARGARET  I know nobody can help being blind, Christine. But, it’s the 

other stuff that’s concerning. 

CHRISTINE  Yes, very concerning. 

MARGARET  It goes without saying, doesn’t it Christine, that these poor 

people, well... they can’t help it, of course, but you know they always 

have issues with the drink. So sad, so’s it is. 

CHRISTINE  So sad, Margaret. But as you say, it’s to be expected. 

MARGARET  Quite Christine, quite. 

CHRISTINE  And, it doesn’t help with the... oh, how does one put it, with 

the... 

MARGARET  Discourtesy? 

CHRISTINE  Yes, precisely, discourtesy. That’s a good word for it. 

MARGARET  Christine, you have hit the matter square on the head. 

There’s no need for discourtesy, no need at all. 

CHRISTINE  Too true, Margaret, too true. 

Margaret heads off-stage. 



MARGARET  I best head in for my cup of tea, Christine. See you later. 

CHRISTINE  Goodbye, Margaret, goodbye. 



Scene Two 

ATMOS: INT. AN OPEN-PLAN KITCHEN/LOUNGE. AFTERNOON. 

Two mugs and a kettle sit on a table stage-right. A bin sits at one 

end of the table. On the floor lie bottles, containers and a burst 

plastic bag. A chair is centre stage. Sam is on their hands & knees 

is feeling around for the dropped groceries. Finding an item, slowly 

stands. While placing item on the table, strokes the kettle. 

SAM  Gosh, listen to that creaking. I did wonder if I’d be able to get back 

up, if I’m honest, what with the past ten years not being so kind on the 

old joints and all. A wee nip, just now and then, took the edge off, that it 

did. A hot cuppa sees me right these days, though. You’d think after a 

few months, everything would’ve sunk in, but I’m still pinching myself - 

having my own kettle, my own coffee, having tea whenever I feel like it. 

And that click of the switch. 

Sam turns the kettle on and off again. 

Amazing how I once took it for granted. Brings back memories, bitter-

sweet memories of home. Home, home... what a stranger of a word to 

me. 

They freeze. 

SAM  The only downside is, I’ve got that bloody feeling again. 



Looks stage-left. 

SAM  Eyes, always watching. Judging my every move - drives me 

flippin’ crazy. Sometimes, I want to shout at folk ‘what you staring at? 

This is the age of equality don’t you know. I’m not some circus freak’. 

Wouldn’t want to give them the satisfaction, mind you. 

Dora enters stage-left. She paces back and forth, smoking. Rubber 

gloves poke from a pocket and keys jangle as she occasionally 

coughs. Her blouse sleeves are rolled up. 

SAM  Nosy mare, thinks I don’t know she’s watching through that 

window. As if the stomping of those boots of hers on that postage stamp 

calling itself a garden doesn’t give the game away. Hoovering a fly fag, I 

bet. Let her watch, takes too much energy to care. Don’t get me wrong 

me and Dora, we get along like a house on fire. A quick hello and then 

vroom, house chores watch out! My little Bustler! 

Sniffs, pinches nose and flaps a hand. 

SAM  Yep, that’s her coming alright. I can smell that God-awful 

weedkiller squoosh she calls perfume from here. 

DORA  Hello, just me. 

Dora surveys the mess. 

DORA  What happened here? 



SAM  The wonders of a bag-for-life. 

DORA  I saw you heaving that lot up the road as I was driving in. Don’t 

you know you can order your shopping online and get everything 

delivered right to your door? 

SAM  Why? 

Dora hesitates. 

DORA  To save you all the carrying, especially since you can only hold it 

all using one arm. I find shopping a struggle at the best of times and I 

can use both. 

Sam expels a breath through their nostrils. 

SAM  What, and sit on my arse all day in this fish-bowl being gauped at? 

No thanks. I’m really doing the old bats a kindness and giving them a 

break to go walk their handbags. Plus, I like checking my own fruit or 

smelling new cheeses. Online doesn’t give you that. 

Pause. Dora looks between Sam and the groceries, considers, 

then shakes her head. 

DORA  Right I best crack on, time’s running away, so it is. I need to give 

your bathroom a once-over and I’ve got that washing from the other day 

to iron—oh, and your bed to change too.” 

Sam picks up the plastic bag. 



DORA  Want me to grab that and stick it in the bin? 

Sam stands. 

SAM  Nope, I’m perfectly capable of binning, thanks. 

Sam steps on an item. 

DORA  Stop! 

SAM  Keep your hair on, no damage done. 

Sam steps on another item and Dora suppresses her laughter. 

DORA  Wait, you’ll squish that carton of eggs and make a fine old mess. 

She directs Sam step-by-step a clear path to the bin. 

SAM  You didn’t need to do that, I would’ve taken my time and sorted it 

out. 

DORA  Righto, if you say so. 

SAM  I do say so. 

DORA  We okay today? 

SAM  What d’you mean? 

DORA  Nothing’s happened has it? 

SAM  Happened? 

DORA  Yeah, anything happened today? 



SAM  Why? 

DORA  Oh I don’t know, you just seem a bit... 

SAM  A bit what? 

DORA  A bit, on edge I suppose. 

SAM  On edge  

Sam flaps their hands. 

Me, on edge? Course not, that would never happen while living in this 

Eden. 

Dora shrugs. Sam bins the item. Bending down, Sam locates the 

final few items which are placed on the table. 

SAM  D’you fancy a brew before you charge off? 

DORA  Why not? Twist me arm. I’ll go fetch the mail while you stick the 

kettle on. 

Dora exits. Sam readies two mugs, switches on kettle and sound 

effect plays of kettle boiling. Sam stretches. 

SAM  Don’t you just hate these know-it-alls. No patience, that’s what it 

is. I wouldn’t’ve been perfectly fine getting to the bin. But no, we need to 

do it the Dora way 

Dora enters, shredding an envelope and heads to the bin. 



DORA  Junk, nothing exciting. 

Sam places the top of an index finger the inside rim of a mug and 

pours the water. Sam’s finger gets burnt. Dora tuts. 

SAM  Don’t do your demented rabbit. 

DORA  Demented rabbit? 

SAM (Cross) It’s fine, doesn’t last. And no, I’m not using that damned 

liquid indicator. 

DORA  Why ever not? That’s what it’s there for. 

SAM  Naw, all that bloomin’ squawking does my head in and then, I can 

never get the bloody thing to shut up! A burnt finger’s worth the sanity. 

Dora laughs. Sam holds out a mug. 

SAM  Coffee’s served, madame. 

Sam crosses to the chair centre-stage holding a mug. Sam’s leg 

hits the chair, Sam sits. 

DORA  I can never get used to you deliberately walking into stuff. 

Dora crosses to stage-left, stands as if looking out a window, mug 

in hand. 

SAM  Chin chin, here’s to bruises of independent living and to life inside. 

Sam raises mug in mock salute. Dora laughs. 



DORA  Cin-cin. You know, I think you’re the only person in the world 

who would compare Sheltered housing to a prison. 

SAM  Don’t be too sure about that. Not like I’m here by choice, is it? 

DORA What d’you mean? 

Sam takes a sip of their drink. 

SAM Well, I was told it would’ve taken years till a house comes up, even 

a little one-bed flat. So, they dumped me here. I mean, what on earth, 

sheltered bloody housing! The lazy bastards probably couldn’t be 

bothered with looking, to be perfectly honest. I mean, okay, we might not 

be exactly what you’d call a buzzing city. But, we’re not a toaty-wee 

village either, and you get loads of folks who commute - nurses into the 

hospital, students to the uni, you name it. Not enough one-beds my arse! 

DORA  Hmm, I wouldn’t be too sure about that. It took ten years for my 

niece and her little boy to get somewhere. Ten years, sitting on the 

waiting list. I suppose though, it must be difficult here when you’re a 

youngling. 

Sam snorts. 

SAM  That’s the first time somebody’s called being sixty a youngling! 

What’s the average here, about eighty odds? Definitely retired, since 

they’ve clearly got nothing better to do but gossip. 



DORA  Come on, I’m sure they’re not all that bad. 

SAM  Not that bad? It’s not my imagination. Only this morning as I was 

heading out, I hear—and believe me I was meant to hear every word— 

that old bat next-door Mrs Thompson saying to her pal how their bridge 

chum should’ve been given this place. 

DORA  They should know that things don’t work like that. It’s about 

who’s got most need. 

SAM  Hm, try telling them that. 

Sam sips their drink again. 

Apparently, it’s a scandal that here was given to ‘the homeless’. Not that 

they have a problem with it, Dora, of course, them giving to St Martins-

in-the-Fields every Christmas. 

Dora laughs. 

DORA  Ah, Mrs Thompson does like to share her opinions, that’s true. 

And, folks often say things without checking their facts first. 

Dora crosses to the table, putting down her mug. 

SAM  Too true. (SIPS) In their addled opinions, I was homeless so must 

be an alcoholic. What warped logic is that? 

Dora blows a breath through her nostrils. 



DORA  I know, but they’ll eventually get to know you. 

SAM  Get to know me? That’ll be something, considering they act as 

though homelessness is catching. 

Sam takes big sip and relaxes. 

SAM  Crikey, I’m in need of this. 

DORA  Hmm, I was picking up the vibe ever so slightly that you needed 

a chill moment. So? 

SAM  So what? 

Pause 

SAM  I may have had the shopping trip of nightmares this morning. 

DORA  Ah 

Sam sighs. 

SAM  You know what it’s like. 

DORA  No, I don’t. Tell me? 

SAM  Where to begin! I turns up at the supermarket after battling 

wheely-bins, over-grown hedges and the bloody retail park with no 

controlled pedestrian crossings or pavements, and I’m told there’ no 

shop assistant available. Apparently, I must book an “assisted shop”! 

What the hell! I tell them to go get stuffed. Why should us disabled 



citizens, yes citizens, book when they’re a huge supermarket and can 

you imagine if they said to their non-disabled customers ‘oh you need to 

book a place in the check-out queue’? The disabled obviously can’t be 

allowed to be spontaneous. I mean, it’s not like they have lives, heaven 

forbid! 

DORA  Yeah, they’d have a riot on their hands if that happened! 

SAM  Anyways, I took off, just me and cane. It was hilarious, I’ve not 

had so much damn fun in ages. Picture this… 

Sam places mug on floor and stands. 

SAM  Hello flower display, whaa-oop. 

Sam swings right arm as if holding a cane. 

SAM  Oops, howdy Mr magazine wrack, cra-fwoop! 

Swings arm again. Dora’s laughing. 

SAM  Hey there cereal aisle, shwi-pu! 

Both laugh. Sam collapses into chair and picks up mug. 

SAM  So, I’m merrily whacking my way dairy-ward when—  

Sam makes a bugle sound. 

—an assistant miraculously appears! 

DORA  Funny that! 



SAM  The whole thing wound me up no end. I wanted to bash some 

sense into the them all. 

DORA  Just as well you restrained yourself, you’d be arrested for being 

a public nuisance! How did you get on with looking into the volunteer 

work? 

SAM  Oh yes, my trial period’s over and I officially join the team next 

week. 

DORA  Hey, that’s great news! Let me know how you get on. I knew 

you’d be in with a chance, you’ll be like a breath of fresh air to them, 

mark my words. 

Dora moves towards exit. 

DORA  Best make a start, time’s flown and I’ve a bathroom to attack in 

number fourteen after I’ve done your jobs. 

SAM  No bother, you crack on. I’m just going to take ten before putting 

the slow cooker on. 

DORA  Anything I can help with before I do the bathroom? 

SAM  No, no. 

Sam flaps their hand. 

It’s all under control. 



DORA  Right, I won’t be long and I’ll pop my head in on the way out the 

door. 

Dora exits. Sam finishes their tea. 

SAM  You know, Dora’s been a rock, even if she does smell. Don’t know 

what I would’ve done without her, especially when I moved in. Clueless, I 

was. Not that I’ve said anything, of course. 

Stands and crosses to the table. Places mug down. 

SAM  It was really Dora’s idea to look in to the volunteering. Sam, she 

says, you’re always rambling on about people should do this, or do that, 

or do the next thing. Time you put your money where your mouth is. How 

about’s you go share with others what you’ve been through. Show them 

it can be done, that there’s hope. So, I did. Peer support, that’s what 

they call it. Chatting to folk and listening. That’s what they really 

appreciate, the listening. But, it’s heart breaking. I can’t magic up houses 

for them. There’s so little decent places around and a lot of the 

temporary stuff... well, some of those hostels can be a dive. Cats and 

dogs have better shelter in their rescue centres. 

Sam sits down on their chair. 

SAM  Actually, helping out with the project made me realise, this place, it 

mightn’t be so bad. You know, I’ve got a roof, got my own things, I’m 

safe, warm and I suppose, I’ve even got Dora. The old bats are pretty 



harmless, all considered. It’s all a far cry from a few months ago that’s 

for sure. Maybe, just maybe things might be okay here after all. You 

never know, this might become home. 


